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December Gold settles 1216.6, down $14.90 for the week ended September 19th 

Gold futures slipped for third straight session to end at a more than eight-month low on Friday, with the 

dollar strengthening against a select band of currencies amid continued speculation that U.S. interest 

rates will rise at a faster pace once monetary tightening begins. Gold shed about 1.2 percent for the 

week. On Wednesday, the Federal Reserve slashed its monthly asset purchase to $15 billion and 

reiterated its pledge to keep interest rates at near-zero for "considerable time" after its bond buying 

stimulus  ends. Nevertheless, the Fed, which projected a significant drop in unemployment to below 5 

percent by 2017 and forecast inflation to run closer to target levels of around 2 percent, gave hints that 

tightening may be less gradual once underway. Gold for December delivery, the most actively traded 

contract, dropped $10.30 percent or 0.8 percent to settle at $1,216.60 an ounce on the Comex division of 

the New York Mercantile Exchange on Friday. On Thursday, gold futures ended lower on speculations 

that U.S. rate hikes will be at a faster pace once the Federal Reserve begins its monetary tightening, with 

mixed economic readings from the U.S. also impacting gold prices. With the U.S. dollar rallying, stock 

indices at all-time highs and a lack of physical buying from Asia and no geo-political threats, it’s my 

premise Gold will be targeting last December’s lows at the 1182-1183 level before we see a recovery 

bounce. To turn gold’s fortunes, something else would have to enter into the market.  

Next week’s economic data is led by homes sales data with existing home sales on Monday and new 

home sales on Wednesday. Economists note that existing home sales have risen steadily since March, 

although new home sales have slowed since then. Market watchers will see if new home sales data 

remains sluggish, particularly after Thursday’s data showing a decline in single-family home permits. 

Durable goods and the third estimate of gross domestic product are also slated for release. My 

technical’s for next week come in as follows. For December Gold, support comes in at 1206.4, and 

below there at 1196.2. Resistance is up at 1235.0 and with a close over 1253.4. For December Silver, 

support comes in at 17.45, and below there at 17.06. Resistance is up at 18.55, and with a close over 

19.26 the next level to the upside.   

 



 

 

For those interested in grains, Walsh Trading’s Senior Grain analyst Tim Hannagan hosts a free grain 
webinar each Thursday at 3:00 PM central time. Tim has been ranked the #1 grain analyst in the United 
States per Reuters and Bloomberg for his most accurate price predictions for soybeans and corn in the 
years 2011 and 2012. Link for next week’s webinar is below. If you cannot attend live, a recording will 
be sent to your email upon signup. Or please contact me at anytime at 888 391 7894 or 

slusk@walshtrading.com 

Daily Swing #s GCZ14 September 20, 2014 

Resistance#2- 1234.7 

Resistance#1- 1225.6 

Pivot-              1220.1 

Support#1-     1211.0 

Support#2-     1205.5 
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